
  
1.  CONSIDER YOUR ENVIRONMENT:   

 Identify an environment with little or no background noise. 

 If you have an office, shut the door.   

 If your workspace is in a shared or noisy area consider calling in from a conference room or other quiet 
place. 
 

2.  PREVENT DISTRACTIONS & INTERRUPTIONS:   

 Make sure your colleagues are aware you are on a call; consider posting a note on the door.   

 Turn alerts, alarms and ringers on your phones and computer down, turn off any background music. 

 If other projects easily distract you from fully participating in the meeting consider cleaning off your 
desk prior to the call and/or turning your computer screen off. 

 
3.  BE PREPARED:   

 Have the agenda available for reference and a pen/paper available to take notes.   

 If you have agenda responsibilities or are expected to provide an update prepare for this ahead of 
time. 

 Be sure you have a reliable phone connection. 

 Do not use speaker phone if you anticipate interruptions or are in a noisy/shared space. 
 
4.  EARLY IS ON TIME:   

 Call into the conference call line a few minutes before the scheduled start of the meeting – this helps 
avoid interruptions during the start of the call and allows for calls to start on time. 

 Have the call in information readily available to avoid delays in getting on the line. 

 If you must arrive late, do not interrupt the call.  Remain silent and catch up as best you can.  Consult 
the facilitator after the call for any missed information. 

 
5.  MUTE YOURSELF: 

 Place your phone on mute when you are not speaking.  

 This will help reduce background noise and interference with the call.   
 
6.  STATE YOUR NAME BEFORE SPEAKING: 

 When getting on the line announce yourself, so everyone is aware of who is on the line. 

 When sharing as part of the call, identify yourself again before speaking.  Don’t assume everyone 
recognizes your voice. 

 
7.  GET COMFORTABLE: 

 Get used to sharing without visual cues and feedback.  It can be awkward and uncomfortable but 
everyone is in the same position. 

 Don’t be afraid to share or ask questions.  Feel safe to respond to group discussion topics.  Your input is 
valued.  
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